
Tender # 39/01/2018
Inboxx 

 
Achyut Rao 
 

to gmp.pmidc, ceo.pmidc, 

 
 

Dear Sir, 
 
We most humbly seek clarification regarding a confusion
uploaded on Punjab e-procurement website:

1. Refer Annexure-1 Clause 6 Technical evaluation (Pg # 16 & 17): In this clause 
demonstration of 10 sqkm area is to be acquired and processed by technically 
qualified bidder and only th
their financial bids shall be opened.

2. However, as per the pre
mentioned, that this clause has been dropped and table has been modified.

So therefore in view of the above, it is not clear, if technical qualification would be done 
after successful benchmark of 10 sqkm or this qualification test has been dropped in its 
entirety. 
 
We shall be obliged, if the same can be explicitly clarified.
 
Thanks & best regards, 
 
Achyut Rao 
Associate 
Science & Technology Park
Promoted by Dept. of Science & Technology, Govt. of India
Project Camp Office: 
Tower No. 5, Flat No. 804, Takshila Heights
Sector 37C, Gurgaon 122002, Haryana
Mobile: +91-9810473821 
Shamsher Singh <shamsher.jamwal@gmail.com>
 

to Achyut 

 
 

In this clause by mistake 8 sq km was mentioned in the tender at para 1.5 which has been modified to 10 
sq km.  Thus 10 sq km  test stands.
 
Regards 
 
Maj Gen (Retd)  Shamsher Singh
GIS Expert 
 

Tender # 39/01/2018-UP/Drone Images - clarification

Fri, 28 Dec 2018, 10:07 (6 

 me, up.pmidc 

We most humbly seek clarification regarding a confusion in the latest tender document 
procurement website: 

1 Clause 6 Technical evaluation (Pg # 16 & 17): In this clause 
demonstration of 10 sqkm area is to be acquired and processed by technically 
qualified bidder and only those bidders who successfully complete this task, 
their financial bids shall be opened. 
However, as per the pre-bid clarifications (refer Point # 6 on pg # 40): It is 
mentioned, that this clause has been dropped and table has been modified.

So therefore in view of the above, it is not clear, if technical qualification would be done 
after successful benchmark of 10 sqkm or this qualification test has been dropped in its 

We shall be obliged, if the same can be explicitly clarified. 

Science & Technology Park 
Promoted by Dept. of Science & Technology, Govt. of India 

Tower No. 5, Flat No. 804, Takshila Heights 
Sector 37C, Gurgaon 122002, Haryana 

<shamsher.jamwal@gmail.com> Fri, 28 Dec 2018, 12:18 (6 

In this clause by mistake 8 sq km was mentioned in the tender at para 1.5 which has been modified to 10 
test stands. 

Shamsher Singh 

clarification 

Fri, 28 Dec 2018, 10:07 (6 
days ago) 

in the latest tender document 

1 Clause 6 Technical evaluation (Pg # 16 & 17): In this clause 
demonstration of 10 sqkm area is to be acquired and processed by technically 

ose bidders who successfully complete this task, 

bid clarifications (refer Point # 6 on pg # 40): It is 
mentioned, that this clause has been dropped and table has been modified. 

So therefore in view of the above, it is not clear, if technical qualification would be done 
after successful benchmark of 10 sqkm or this qualification test has been dropped in its 

Fri, 28 Dec 2018, 12:18 (6 
days ago) 

In this clause by mistake 8 sq km was mentioned in the tender at para 1.5 which has been modified to 10 



Request for considering important points for tender “Supply of True Ortho 
rectified UAV images, DSM, DTM and LAS Data"

  
 
Smita Kapoor 
 

to me, shamsher.jamwal@gmail.com
  

Dear Sir, Greetings from IIC Technologies! We would like to express our interest to participate for tender “Supply of True 
Ortho rectified UAV images, DSM, DTM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Request for considering important points for tender “Supply of True Ortho 
rectified UAV images, DSM, DTM and LAS Data" 

Wed, Jan 2, 2:24 PM (21 hours ago)
shamsher.jamwal@gmail.com 

Dear Sir, Greetings from IIC Technologies! We would like to express our interest to participate for tender “Supply of True 
 

Request for considering important points for tender “Supply of True Ortho 

Wed, Jan 2, 2:24 PM (21 hours ago)  
 

Dear Sir, Greetings from IIC Technologies! We would like to express our interest to participate for tender “Supply of True 



 
 
Dear Sir, 
Please refer your letter forwarded through this mail.
your reference and consideration
1. This office has gone through the guide lines and has considered to allow 10 days for 
permission from DGCA for flying.
2. Earlier also it was stated that built up area of all the 167 ULB's is required to be flown. 
If required,  we can forward you the lis
bidder. 
3. 10 Sq km area has to be flown fresh in Punjab. It was clarified earlier also.
 
Regards 
Maj Gen(Retd) Shamsher Singh
GIS Expert PMIDC  

 

ReplyForward 

 

 
 
pmidc Chandigarh <pmidcpix4d@gmail.com>
 
to Smita 

 

Please refer your letter forwarded through this mail. Point wise reply is submitted for 
your reference and consideration 
1. This office has gone through the guide lines and has considered to allow 10 days for 
permission from DGCA for flying. 
2. Earlier also it was stated that built up area of all the 167 ULB's is required to be flown. 

we can forward you the list of ULB's. KML of AOI will be given to short listed 

3. 10 Sq km area has to be flown fresh in Punjab. It was clarified earlier also.

Maj Gen(Retd) Shamsher Singh 

<pmidcpix4d@gmail.com> 

11:07 AM (8 minutes ago)

Point wise reply is submitted for 

1. This office has gone through the guide lines and has considered to allow 10 days for 

2. Earlier also it was stated that built up area of all the 167 ULB's is required to be flown. 
t of ULB's. KML of AOI will be given to short listed 

3. 10 Sq km area has to be flown fresh in Punjab. It was clarified earlier also. 


